
 

Name__________________       Date__________________

An adjective is a word that modifies a noun or pronoun. An adjective tells what kind, how many,
or which one. Adjectives can come before or after the words they modify.
         Cassie is thrilled with her new scooter.

                  
         It is blue and has two streamers at the handlebars.

           

Bold the adjectives in each sentence. Draw a line from each adjective to the noun or pronoun it 
modifies.

 1. The shiny wheels of the scooter spin along the busy sidewalk.  

2. Cassie is nervous as she navigates through the noisy crowds.  

3. Her red helmet glistens in the hot sun.  

4. She meets three friends near the big playground.  

5. The happy pals set off at a fast pace.  

6. With a mighty push, Cassie leads the laughing group.  

7. The ride on the scooters is exciting and fun.  

8. The scooter that Leon owns is black.  

9. The riders zoom along on a winding pathway in the park.  

10. They are breathless from the heat and exertion.  

11. Cassie is thirsty and gets a drink of water at a fountain.  

12. When they return home, the riders shout cheery farewells.
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